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Note on Human Remains discove red at 


Pile Marsh, Bristol 


By F. EUl:i. 

The object of this note is to record the discovt'ry of Romano
British remains, which is believed to have lwen hitherto unrecorded. 
In the Spring of 1894 workmen, while laying the sewer for a new road 
(Roseberry Road) at Pile Marsh, St. George, Bristol, unearthed at 
intervals along the excavation Jiftecn or more skeletons lying in a row. 
The main bulk of the bones were unceremoniously thrown togcther 
and removed t o A \ ' nDvl(;W Cemet(TY. However, Ly the intervention 
of the writer the hdtcr preserved skulls wcrc k(,pt, and are at present 
on show in the Anthropological 'Museum of the University of Bristol. 
Unfortunately no coin or other da teable object was reported as 
ac('()mpanying the skeletons. A number of higldy oxidised lead 
fragments were found by the w'orkmen, who stated that the\" h\' loll g(~d 
to a leaden shell, which they had cut thro ugh . 

The market gardl'ns, in which these discoveries were made, were 
known for a time as "skeJeton park ." Thl:: ~rea is now , howc: \'(~r, 
completely built over, but the site mav be indicated by the s(;wer 
through H.oseberry Road , during the excavations for which the finds 
were made, the interments being opposite houses numbers J 1 and 15. 
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The Bronze Age 

By V. G ORDON CHILDE, 

(Cambridge University Press, 1930. 8/6) 

At the present moment t he Bronze Age is, perhaps, the most 
difficult to master of all the Prehistoric epochs. This difficulty will 
be materially lessened for readers of Professor Child's new book. 

In the first two chapters he makes clear the essential difference 
in the life of primitiv<: commulJiti, 's brought about by the introduction 
of met:< I. This lies in the bd that th e new material was an import, 
and had to be paid for by exports, and so led to a great development 
in trade, and therefore in intercourse with other communities , and the 
subsequent stimulus to all branches of life which intercuurse is bound 
to bring. He then givl's a brief sketch of the Bronze Age civilization 
of the Ancient, Eastern world. The third chapter is devoted to a 
classification and description of the chi, ·r bronze implements, specially 
of Central and North West Europe, while chapters 4, 5 and 6, are 
occupied with an account of the most important features of the Early, 
Middle and Latc Bronze Ages in the same district. A short study 
of the present state of knowledge of ]3ron ;"E' .'\ ~;\' r:thnology completes 
the book. The mass uf information it C'I .ntains is but another example 
of l-'rofessor Childe 's wide knowledge, and the arrangement is so good 
that it is easy to find a ny fact that may be required. A map would 
be a great boon to those readers to wb om such sites as Toszeg, Kivik, 
or the Matm Mountains arc nor household. words; and the conscien
tious reader wlw turns up each reference to the illustrations would 
be saved much time and :lJ1noyance if th e pages opposite· to the figures 
\.\'('[e given with tIl e referen ces. The pottery of tbe period is dealt 
with far less fully than the metal artifact s, but that is unavoidable 
in a book of this size. Man." of the jJ"oblems wh it h arise from a study 
of the period are also not considered , but thi s statement of what is 
actually known gives an excellent starting place for further investi
gations. 

It seems a pity that such an (''{cellent book should be marred 
by the person al point of view which is expressed on p. 25, where 
Professor Childe remarks that "Tbe mighty stone monuments (of 
the Ancient Egyptians) have inspired the less stupid of the \\-('althy 


